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Abstract: The present study aimed to study the evolution of urban spaces in the Timurids and Safavids. In present study,
first, Samarkand city built in the Timurid era and Isfahan city built in the Safavid era were compared in terms of urban spaces
and then, the differences, similarities and the effects of each city on the other one were mentioned. Finally, the main
components of urban space were studied in the two cities. In this regard, with a descriptive-historical approach, data were
collected using historical sources and texts, images, maps, and the results of studies carried out by contemporary researchers.
The two cities of Samarkand in the Timurid period and Isfahan in the Safavid period had the same natural, climatic, social,
cultural and economic characteristics, which had significant effects on the formation of urban spaces in both cities. The
features of Timurid urban spaces can be mentioned as several principles: the establishment of gardens within and outside the
city, the construction of main urban roads using various buildings and varies land uses, the spread of urban complexes using a
square. Then, in the Safavid era, urban spaces were flourished by following the Isfahan school. Then, with the development of
social, political, economic and cultural grounds and composition of them in the urban spaces, the ideal city of Isfahan was
realized in the Safavid era. It seems that the principals of physical and semantic formation of urban spaces of Isfahan city in the
Safavid era had aimed to create the heavenly paradise in the present world.
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1. Introduction
Like the Mongols, the Timurids took the government by
creating a lot of chaos and killing many peoples in different
parts of Iran, but they were quickly attracted to the Iran's
culture and civilization [29].
Since its main capital was Samarkand, artists, craftsmen,
scholars and famous persons of the conquered cities were
moved to Samarkand, especially many artists were moved
from Shiraz to there. Timur chose Samarkand as his capital
for some reasons. Samarkand is a beautiful city that has been
mentioned as good city in travelogues. For example, Estakhri
says, "Samarkand has the best climate, soil and the land...
and in it, people permanently try to acquire knowledge and
grace and they are generous. In Transoxiana, there is no land
better than Samarkand”. Samarkand city has a very ancient
historical and cultural background. It has been important and

had significant economic prosperity due to its very favorable
climatic conditions, as well as the presence of important trade
routes, especially the Silk Road [34].
In the early sixteenth century (the tenth century AH), the
Safavids established a Shiite government in Iran that was
considered to be a very important event not only for Iran, but
also for its neighbors and, in general, the outside world [10]. It
seems that according to the Safavid belief, the city is a place
for the realization of ideals and beliefs. It is a place for the
presence and expression of symbols (market, Ivans, garden,
axis, square, etc.) which represent the power of the ruling state
and give identity to the city. The preservation and stability of
these symbols were of particular importance. The most
important symbols were gardens and vegetation. Therefore, the
Safavid has provided the necessary ground for the stability of
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gardens and vegetation. Respect for human equality, respect
for followers of the religions having religious texts and
creation of suitable collective spaces (Naghsh-e-Jahan Square
and Chaharbagh Street) are considered as the most effective
factors in strengthening social relations in Safavid garden city.
It seems that the Safavid has paid significant attention to the
historical core of the city due to their belief in the vitality of
the whole city, the prevention of the transhuman expansion of
the city and the use of the economic (market) and social
potentials (Atiq Square and Jame mosque) of the ancient
nucleus (Seljuq) of the city [20].

2. Urban Spaces in Iran
In Iranian cities, there were many spaces which were built
with the purpose of endowment for the public use and to
pursue satisfaction in God. A glance at the list of public
buildings in the history of Iran shows that such buildings
have been always built in order to meet the needs of
inhabitants and had two distinct aspects:
1. Providing free services to those without financial ability
2. Providing free services to passengers (Ibn as-sabil)
The civilization of Iran faced ups and downs during its
long historical period and experienced a variety of collective
activities in spaces. Some of these main spaces were those
located in the cities and known to the people [39]. The design
principles of urban spaces in Iran include old or interior,
middle and new parts and the entire urban complex. Among
them, the principles of spatial organization are more visible

in the old (interior) and partly in the middle parts. These
principles are including the principles of spatial integration,
the continuum between residential units and urban elements,
spatial enclosure, scale and proportion (human scale),
territory and composition [41].

3. Samarkand City in the Timurid Period
At the end of the eighth century, Timur chose Samarqand
city as his capital and has made great efforts to construct and
develop it. He wanted to make it the largest city in the world.
The Zarafshan (Kuhak) river was located on the north of
Samarkand, and a large number of watercourses and streams
irritated the areas around the city, and because of these rivers
and watercourses, this city has been always lush [15].
Traditional methods influenced by the Islamic mystic
perspectives, as well as modern methods, were more
commonly used in the construction of mosques and schools,
but in public buildings, the modern methods were applied [32].
Generally, in this period, the buildings had the forms and
structures popular in the Seljuk period, but due to the
dominance of Mongols, new scale and magnificence appeared
in them, and decoration of the buildings has been specially
paid attention. Most of the buildings were constructed in a 4iwan form with tall iwans having the portals ornamented by
Muqarnas and the ornaments mainly included very beautiful
and magnificent Qashani tileworks, especially "Seven Colors"
(Haft Rang) and Moaraq (flora) tiles [7].

Figure 1. Isfahan Downtown in Safavid Period.

The enthusiasm and cultural genius of the Timurians

brought a new definition for many aspects of the urbanization
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and urbanism of that era. Changes in the architectural
structure of many buildings of this age, along with social,
cultural and religious changes, make a new form of
urbanism. The growing support of art and artist and the
creation of new places for the spread of culture and art along
with religious beliefs influenced by the Sufi thought of that
time undoubtedly make the Timurid urban spaces one of the
milestones of urbanism [28].

4. Isfahan City in the Safavid Period
The political and social changes that gradually took place in
Iran after the Mongol invasion have led to continuous changes
in the architecture and urbanism of Iran. Among these changes,
those began from the reign of Shah Tahmasb and reached their
peak points in the reign of Shah Abbas, should be considered
as a milestone leading to the establishment of the Isfahan
School. The most important indicators of this school were the
concentration of power in the king, bureaucracy and
government involvement in most of the activities. This
concentration and relative political and economic stabilities in
the long period provided the possibility of large-scale
development and urbanization activities [14].
It seems that the physical identity of the Isfahan garden city
follows the Iranian garden and is the result of the interaction
between water, soil and plant, along with the semantic,
geometric and aesthetic system (physical organization and
landscaping) and the functional system, from the micro
(components) to macro scale. The semantic system effective in
the Isfahan garden city during the Safavid era is the allegory of
paradise because of utilizing general and specific symbols in
order to define the specific sense of place for the Safavid
garden city. In the Isfahan garden city, the principles of Isfahan
school derived from intellectual teachings of the Isfahan
school, along with the use of gardens (as the main elements
constituting the city) and landscaping of urban spaces
(Chaharbagh street) with a row of trees (in accordance with the
principles of Iranian garden landscaping) have been used as a
practical way to define a special semantic system for this city,
as mentioned in various texts remained from that era. The
urban design of Isfahan during the Safavid period is "the
definition of urban center of gravity" and "urban spaces in the
defined connection paths" [38].

5. Similarities Between Samarkand City
in the Timurid Period and Isfahan
City in the Safavid Period
In this section, the Timurid period in Samarkand city and the
Safavid period in Isfahan city, which were two main periods in
the history of Iran, have been mentioned. There are some
similarities between these two cities: both of them were of large
and densely populated cities, and both of them were formed
besides the river, and the river, as a natural factor, played a
significant role in the formation of many gardens in these two
cities. In addition to natural factor, due to other factors, Isfahan
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gardens were influenced by Samarkand city [42].

6. Differences Between Samarkand City
in the Timurid Period and Isfahan
City in the Safavid Period
The main difference between Samarkand city and Isfahan
city during the reign of Shah Abbas is that there is no
comprehensive plan in the medieval plan of Samarkand.
Although each of the gardens was designed according to the
geometric style of Iranian garden, their relationships with each
other and the city were formed coincidentally [26]. The order
and spatial organization governing the Isfahan garden city are
geometric and pre-designed, while spatial organization
governing the gardens in Samarkand (the areas within and
outside the fortification) was organic and formed over time and
during different periods, with the emphasis on connection
goals and consistent with its historical identity [19].

7. The Effects of Samarkand City in the
Timurid period and Isfahan City in
the Safavid Period on Each Other
It seems that the garden cities built in the Timurid period
(Herat and Samarkand) have also been effective in the design
of the Safavid garden cities. A century after the fall of the
Timurid dynasty, Shah Abbas ordered the reconstruction of
Isfahan by constructing new neighborhoods outside the main
city (according to the Timurid style in Herat and Samarkand).
Shah Abbas was born in Herat in 978 AH and lived there
until the beginning of his reign (18 years old). Most likely,
the Herat city, which included many gardens, played a key
role in forming his thought of utopia. Shah Abbas probably
considered the garden of Herat as the primary pattern when
he ordered the development of Isfahan city and the
construction of Chaharbagh Street with the use of Iranian
garden pattern [6].
Main streets in the Iranian cities
In Iran, the connection paths have an exquisite and special
status according to the design pattern of Iranian historic cities
and the design conditions and lifestyle of people. These paths
were completely in line with the habitat and livelihoods of
the people and before the industrial revolution and the
emergence of its complications, they easily responded to the
daily affairs of the cities. But, from the beginning of the 16th
century and the Renaissance which coincided with the peak
of the Safavid dynasty in Iran, the new style of urban design,
called Isfahan style, was raised. Mainly, emergence of the
phenomenon of street in Iran can be studied in two historical
periods: peak of the Safavid empire and the concept of street
in the Qajar period and afterwards [23].
The main routes of Samarkand city during the Timurid
period
According to the historical texts written in the Timurid era
and on Samarkand city, some connection axes have been
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described, which can be considered as the main axes of this
city. In this period, one of the most important and most
innovative measures taken in the city was the construction of
street. There were three types of streets in Samarkand city
and its surrounding areas: street with economic and
commercial functions, streets concluding gardens and
sometimes monuments and graves, which were located
outside the city, and the streets that merely connected
different regions and points of the city. The third type was
constructed in an organic form and with the buildings on its
sides [28].
Baber speaks of a street that connects Samarkand and its
gardens to the eastern part of the city. This street was a
promenade and there were trees on both sides of it [42].
Due to the lack of suitable spaces for market activities in
Samarkand, Timur decided to construct a street in the center
of the city. In describing the construction of this complex,
Kelavikho (1998) writes:
Every year, from China, India, and the Tatar land, different
types of goods are brought to Samarkand, because the
territories around Samarkand are considered as the major
commercial centers. But, there was no place within the city to
store these goods in a proper and appropriate manner as well
as to exhibit and offer them for sale. Thus, Timur ordered the
construction of a street passing through Samarkand, as well
as the construction of shops on the two sides of it for selling
all kinds of goods. This new street crossed the city. The
houses were still not destroyed when the builders came and
built that wide street, and built the shops on both sides of it.
A stone bench, with a white stone slab on it, was constructed
in front of each shop. Each shop had two rooms. And above
that street, there was an arched and dome ceilings, which had
openings for lighting. Immediately after the construction of
shops, merchants came there to sell their goods. At various
intervals along the streets, the fountains were built. The city
council was responsible for these constructions, and there
was no shortage of worker.
This indicates the tourism and commercial activities in
these areas, especially in the body of the main axes.
Moreover, secondary elements have been used in landscaping
of these axes. According to Kelavikho's description, "... some
villages are developed in a distance of one and half parasang
and sometimes two parasang to the city, and the city is
located among them." And these routes connected the areas
around the city to the city center (Registan Square)" [16].
Therefore, a number of gardens on the sides of the route were
residential. Also, these routes had a connecting role. Some of
these routes have ended in government gardens, as Baber
refers to the magnificent street that starts from Firooz or the
Firoozi gate and ends in the Delgosha garden [15].
The main routes of Isfahan city during the Safavid period

It seems that the history of using straight and pre-designed
streets, with rows of trees planted on both sides, is rooted in
the garden cities of the Timurid era, and in the Safavid era,
this street style was used in a different form (street, as
multipurpose public space) in Chaharbagh street, Isfahan.
After construction of Chaharbagh street in Isfahan, this
pattern of street (Chaharbagh) was used in other cities like
Mashhad and Shiraz. Chaharbagh Steet was constructed
according to a geometric design and plan. It intersected the
Zayandehrood axis, and made the four main parts of the city
(Chaharbagh), and royal gardens were placed on both sides
of the street. With the construction of si-o-se-pol bridge,
Chaharbagh Street stretched to the Soffe mountain in the
south of the city, and at the end of Chaharbagh, there is a
large and unique garden called Hezarjarib Garden (Khalad
Sani or Shah Abbas Paradise) [5].
The purpose of the design and construction of Chaharbagh
Street was not just to design a street with a typical function in
Isfahan city during the Safavid era, but to provide access to
the gardens and kushks (kiosks) located there, in addition to
its functional aspects. In fact, it was a promenade. In addition
to being an arena for the formation and strengthening of
social interactions, Chaharbagh has been a good place for
recreation, entertainment, sports and spending leisure time
for various groups of people. These features have made many
personal and collective memories and strengthened the sense
of belonging to this place. Also, this historical axis, as one of
the prominent symbol giving the identity to the historic city
of Isfahan, has played a major role in reviving citizens'
collective identities [36].
There were various commercial, tourism, communication,
educational, religious, government and residential activities
on Chaharbagh Street in Isfahan and the gardens surrounding
it. Skandar beik Turkman mentioned to the “Vardavar”
festival and Janabadi mentioned to the pubs and coffee shops
on this street. Sharden referred to the presence of two guest
houses, namely Darvishan Heidari and Nematollahi on this
street, and most of the travelers pointed to the circulation of
people on this street. Also, Chaharbagh Street of Isfahan was
used as a highway during its time, and in terms of function, it
connected the southern part of the Safavid royal court to the
upper part of the city, the Hezarjarib Garden. In Chaharbagh
Street, the most obvious element is the rhythmic repeating of
the portals of gardens, which were as symmetric as possible.
This magnificent view along with the stream of water, ponds,
fountains and trees could be seen from the top of the
Jahannama mansion at the north end of Chaharbagh Street as
well as top of the portals of the gardens located on both sides
of the street. On the ground floor of these mansions, there
were the portals and on the upper level, there were iwans that
were open to the street.

Table 1. Comparison of the main streets of Samarghand city in the Timurid era and Isfahan city in the Safavid era.

Samarkand

Main activity and function
a) Commercial
b) Connecting
c) Tourism

Design pattern
Organic

Natural and artificial elements
a) Trees on both sides
b) Fountains
c) Stone benches
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Isfahan

Main activity and function
d) Residential
a) Social
b) Connecting
c) Tourism
d) Commercial
e) Residential
f) Governmental

Iranian Garden (Persian garden)
The Iranian Garden is a harmonious and beautiful
collection formed by a wise, sophisticated, eye-catching
composition of water, plant, path, shadow, color, space and
an architecture based on the gentle geometry. The inspiring
visual combination of such beauty and perfection can be seen
on most of Iranian visual arts. Like architecture, poetry,
painting, music, and other Iranian artworks, it enjoys
exquisiteness and subtleties in the framework of tradition and
relies on the unity in diversity and diversity in unity.
Gardening during the Timurid period
The attention paid to art during the reign of the Timurid
reached its peak point during the period of Abu al-Ghazi
Hossein Baighara. At the court of Herat and in the
environment of these palaces and gardens, famous painters
such as Behzad and Shah Mozaffar created their best works.
The best examples of Behzad's work are the paintings in two
manuscripts: one of them is Khamseh of Nizami kept in the
British Museum and another one is a manuscript of Boostan,
held in the library of Cairo, and includes four miniatures with
Behzad's signature. The delicate artworks of these painters
reflect the Iranian garden and royal palaces, as well as the
royal festivals of this century. Paying attention to Samarkand
and Herat gardens reveals that these gardens had a great
influence on gardening in other areas as well as in the
following periods. The typical kind of these gardens was
used in both east and west. The Timurid garden has been
influenced in terms of many general features, including the
presence of a fence, a kushk (kiosk), a fountain, the use of
aromatic and medicinal flowers and plants, etc. by eastern
gardens and it was different from them in some of the minor
characteristics, including fountain geometry, the method of
dividing plots, etc.
The Timurid, while benefiting from the traditions of
Iranian gardens, influenced the Indian and Mongolian
gardens and Safavid Iranian gardens.
Top Tips in Samarkand Gardens in the Timurid Period:
a) The wide area of the Timurid gardens and the design of
garden space with great proportions
b) The enclosure of the garden with tall walls and the
portals decorated with blue and gold Qashani tilework
c) Following the Iranian Chaharbagh tradition and
dividing the space into four parts
d) Using a main stream in the garden
e) Selecting a piece of land that is naturally steep or
creating an artificial hill to ensure that the water flows
satisfactorily
f) Using streets and rectangular little gardens in the
garden

Design pattern

Natural and artificial elements

Straight and pre-designed
streets

a) Trees on both sides
b) Stream, ponds, fountains

g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
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Using tents in the gardens
Creating artificial hills in gardens [27].
The gardens were public
Using parkways in the garden
The most common gardens were the garden with a
central kushk (kiosk)
l) There is a kushk or a palace in the garden (expensive
construction and ornaments)
m) Creating ponds and plenty of fountains
n) Using gardens as a place for official celebrations and
festivals [15].
Gardening in the Safavid period
Muslim architects of this period had tried to visualize all
the features of the paradise mentioned in Quran in the Iranian
garden and to design it as an allegory of the paradise. In this
regard, they used the titles related to paradise in the naming
of gardens, and even called some gardens "paradise” [42].
The Iranian garden has been established on the level above
the garden level to create the proper and favorable landscape.
Due to this, the attention of the observer is not focused solely
on the inner landscape and the beauty of the garden itself, but
he/she is attracted to the outside the garden and the landscape
beyond the garden is one of the goals of the Iranian garden.
Reviewing drawings, maps and historical descriptions of the
Safavid gardens show that the nature constitutes the main
part of the Persian garden and the garden landscape stretched
out beyond the wall was specific feature of the Iranian garden
[3].
The trapezoidal and octagonal plans were used in the
Khargah garden at the beginning of Abbasi Charbagh
(Abbasi parkway) and Goldasteh Garden on the eastern side
of the Bolbol garden. There is no report on such innovation
in the plans used in the gardens in Samarkand and the reports
refer to the square or rectangular plans of the gardens.
The features of the Safavid gardens are as follows:
a) Designing gardens in the form of Charbagh (parkway)
and placing tree, kushk, or in most cases, pond (with
rectangular, octagonal or semicircular form) at the
intersection of Charbagh.
b) Connecting the two interior (building or palace) and
exterior (garden) spaces, including construction of
springhouse and fountains with jet of water and flower
pods inside the building [31]. A very good example of
this can be seen at Chehelsotun Palace in Isfahan.
c) Using trees in four to eight rows
d) Removing the garden fence and using it as a public
promenade and connection routes [24].
e) Creating small nests and cages for birds under the
influence of Chinese designs
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f) Using watercourses with turquoise tiles
g) Using lattice enclosing walls
Urban squares in Iran
The role of the square as a center for urban gatherings,
trade and religious and government ceremonies is
undeniable, but the development and growth of the square in
post-Islamic urbanization can be seen by the formation of
semi-autonomous neighborhoods with the center of the
mosque, market and square. They appeared according to the
ethnicity or occupation of the inhabitants. In these cities, the
main squares appeared as a major place for religious
gathering due to the presence of the Jame’e mosque in it, and
they gradually became multifunctional place [13].
The squares of Samarkand city in the Timurid period
According to Wilber and Golembek, in the Timurid era,
examples of urban complexes based on a squarecould be
found. Such squares, like the Registan Square, were cultural
and commercial squares. In ancient Iran, the main squares
played a significant role in the social lives of the Iranian
people and were somehow considered as the heart of the
community. So many important events took place in the main
square of the city. In reviewing a map of Samarkand city in
the eighteenth century, the city was shown with six gates. A
gate on the west of the Shahzand complex, which was known
as the Iron Gate in the fifteenth century, was connected to the
center of the city with a long street. Here, there was a great
intersection. In the southwest of this center, and at the near
distance, there was a large Registan Square [43]. The name
of this square refers to its ancient situation. Registan is a land
full of pebbles and gravels. Registan was the central square

of Samarkand city, and from the beginning, there was no
school around it.
At that time, the rulers used the Registan square to declare
government announcements, and the people gathered in the
square to hear and know the ruler’s orders. The
announcements were declared by public crier. Also, the
Registan square was also a place for public celebrations. In
the part of the square, there was a wooden structure for
punishment and execution in public. Moreover, it was a place
for collecting military forces for war, and commercial land
uses were also found around the Registan Square. In this
square, as in the previous periods, a new emphasis on the
scale takes place. Emphasis on the facades and placing of
minarets in the corner and omitting any connection between
the square construction and other buildings are of the features
of the style governing in the Timurid era. Increasing the scale
of buildings led to simplification of form and shape of
buildings. Nevertheless, concentrating cultural complexes of
schools in a place besides each other and construction of such
a social and cultural space are considered as a new doing in
providing such spaces in the city. Although, according to
Wilber, the function of the Registan Square was economic,
all the major and most important routes of Samarkand led to
the Registan Square.
In different periods, the rulers reduced and increased the
importance of the Registan Square with their policies. Since
that time up to now, the Registan Square has been remained
as the main center for social life. The schools around
Registan Square have been built in different times and by two
rulers.

Figure 2. Rigestan Square in Samarkand.

The squares of Isfahan city in the Safavid period
The "designed" or "ordered" urban squares, which were
commonly used from Safavid to late Qajar, had walls
constructed in accordance with the function of square. Often,
in such squares, government ceremonies were held [1]. The
Naqshhe Jahan Square was built in the Safavid era, which is
a space enclosed by architectural structures with different
uses such as bazaar, mosques, sports fields, and government
institutions. They are not only complement and
interconnected with each other but also create a common
body for the greater presence of people [13]. The Naqshe
Jahan Square was constructed as a pre-designed space with
the length of 505 meters and width of 160 meters, and four
markets were founded on it four sides. This square has a
regular geometric plan in the form of a rectangle with a

north-south direction. On four sides of it, four buildings were
constructed, including the Aali Qapu Palace in the west as the
place for king, the portal of the Qeysarie market in the north,
the Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque in the east as the religious and
government place, Abbasi Jame’e mosque in the south as a
place indicating the social and public power. These four
buildings, in combination with the market, which were
constructed in the form of uniform arches on two floors
surrounding the open space of the square, formed the
enclosing body of the square. The first floor consisted of
commercial shops, and the second floor was constructed in
the form of iwans and small chambers for work and rest of
the marketers [37].
The Naqshe Jahan Square of Isfahan is the only major
urban space that relatively remains with its main form, and
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can be discussed as an example of urban space on a city
scale. Haynes Goube believes that Shah Abbas has used the
Kohne Square of Isfahan as the pattern to design Naqshe
Jahan Square. The Kohne Square of Isfahan, which was
ruined completely, was of the main elements of Isfahan in the
Middle Ages. Around the Kohne Square, there were various
elements, such as mosques, schools, palaces, markets,
Qeysarie and Naqareh house, most of them existed up to the
seventeenth century [40]. Although the plan of the Naqshe
Jahan Square as the new center of the city and the symbol of
the powerful government of Safavid, was derived from the
plans of Kohne Square, Isfahan, Hasan Padeshah Square,
Tabriz and Aali Qapu Square, Qazvin, an order was imposed
to this old plan and geometric and spatial composition of
elements inside and surrounding the square were carefully
addressed in details. These can be compared with the
geometric accuracy and spatial proportions raised to create
symbolic spatial organization and urban spaces in the
Renaissance and afterwards by people such as Leonardo da
Vinci and Michelangelo [18]. It can be said that the Naqshe
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Jahan Square brought government (A’ali Qapu), religious
(Imam and Sheikh Lotfollah Mosques), commercial (market)
elements and city together and make connection between
them [38].

Figure 3. Naghsh-e Jahan Square.

Table 2. Comparison of the squares of Samarkand city in the Timurid era and Isfahan city in the Safavid era.

Samarkand

Isfahan

Main activity and function
a) Cultural
b) Commercial
c) Social
d) Governmental
e) Public celebrations
a) Governmental
b) Religious
c) Social
d) Commercial

Main design pattern
a) Predesigned
b) Emphasis on the scale
c) Emphasis on the facades and placing of minarets in the corner and omitting any
connection between the square construction and other buildings
d) Simplification of building form
a) Designing of the walls of square and in accordance with its function
b) Predesigned
c) Having regular geometric plan as a rectangle

8. Conclusion
The two cities of Samarkand in the Timurid period and
Isfahan in the Safavid period had the same natural, climatic,
social, cultural and economic characteristics, which had
significant effects on the formation of urban spaces in both
cities. The urban spaces of these cities have been formed with
an emphasis on nature (specially, water and vegetation) and
human. The Timurids took the government with a lot of
chaos, but they have been quickly attracted to the culture and
civilization of Iran. Then, they increased their richness and
influenced the urban spaces built in the Safavid era. The
Timurid cities (Herat and Samarkand) have also influenced
the design of the Safavid urban spaces. Shah Abbas was born
in Herat in 978 AH and lived there until the beginning of his
reign. Hence, the Herat city played a key role in forming his
thought of utopia. Shah Abbas probably considered the
garden of Herat as the primary pattern when he ordered the
development of Isfahan city with the use of Iranian pattern.
The growing support of art and artist and the creation of new
places for the spread of culture and art along with religious
beliefs influenced by the Sufi thought of that time
undoubtedly make the Timurid urban spaces one of the
milestones of urbanism. The features of Timurid urban

spaces can be mentioned as several principles: the
establishment of gardens within and outside the city, the
construction of main urban roads using various buildings and
varies land uses, the spread of urban complexes using a
square. Then, in the Safavid era, urban spaces flourished by
following the Isfahan school. In this way, the elements,
formed in the earlier periods, evolved in the Safavid era.
Many of the urban space of the Isfahan school, such as the
squares, main roads of the city, the garden complexes, were
formed before the appearance of Isfahan school. Then, with
the development of social, political, economic and cultural
grounds and composition of them in the urban spaces, the
ideal city of Isfahan was realized in the Safavid era. It seems
that the principals of physical and semantic formation of
urban spaces of Isfahan city in the Safavid era had aimed to
create the heavenly paradise in the present world.
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